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About This Game
First person arcade gameplay, the likes of which have never been seen!
Burst into the level, retrieve the keys and escape..
Only to travel further into the DARKNESS!
5 DIFFERENT LEVEL GENERATORS
SHUFFLE MODE
PERMADEATH arcade action game.
Super simple gameplay with a tonne of hidden depth.
May be unsuitable for with photosensitive epilepsy.
Contains tobacco references and other strange things.
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Positively amazing. Has a top quality soundtrack, great gameplay, and a good difficulty curve. Sadly, it is short. But otherwise, it
is exceptional.. I paid quite a hefty price for this because it has the LIFE addon which adds moving vehicles and ships.
Couldn't care less about the area, not from USA.
I only owned ORBX scenery addons before this and to be honest the quality is so far below ORBX it hurts.
The ground textures are very bad, i fly heli a lot so low altitude quality matters.
I found all of the payware x-plane scenery to be heaps better, not to mention ORBX for FS2 is far far superior!. Definitly not
worth the money they're asking. Even on sale. If there was more to it like seasonal music then it may be worth it. But I don't
recommened this pack.. A versatile video editor, lightweight compared to Adobe's suit, yet very professional!. My favorite ship
out of the new DLC. The attack set for the ship isn't as in-depth as the other DARIUS ship or even that of the other DLC ships,
but I just find the lock on lasers so satisfying to use just like in the original game. The ship can be used with ALL the DLC
stages. There's nothing really new or mind blowing in terms of new enemies\/bosses, but what's in the game is already excellent
and doesn't detract from the fun of getting a high score. Also the updated stage one theme from RayForce sounds fantastic.
Also, the presentation for all of the DLC is quite nice and gives you a blurb about each game that the ships are from.
Only 2 negatives for me are:
-No new enemy types
-Makes me want another Ray game or at least get RayStorm HD on STEAM.. This's a very hard game but "Hard game is for
intelligent people"
Mong studio sẽ cho ra nhiều sản phẩm mới nữa!. Addictive and engrossing! I got really absorbed in her story and different
characters, and in trying to find the right solutions for different endings. It was fun to work out how the game works and to
slolwly learn new aspects of her background. Really in-depth and thorough story. Highly recommended!. Great game! Similiar
to Samarost 3. Loved it! :). For a free game, this was DEFINITELY worth the play. The game is short. 10 hours max, but the
story is rich for a free to play game. This is worth anyone's time really.
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Just finished this. It's nice. Very reminiscent of the old point & click games, though not as long and with more logical solutions
(these sorts of games were usually "guess the answer the developer was thinking of). The main feature is using different
characters who have their own (single) special ability. It's not exactly lost vikings, but somewhat similar.
Despite the clean puzzle designs (e.g.: it usually makes clear which paths go nowhere) and the good pacing (the characters are
nicely introduced and puzzles get progressively harder), it's actually the story that is the most engaging. It has good and
charming humour, and a bit of mystery that keeps you playing and guessing what's next.
The main gripe I have with the game is that I definately no longer fit within the target audience for this. This is the sort of game
I'd recommend parents buying for their children: it's non-violent, fun, keeps them engaged and tangentially (if that's a word)
learns them about teamwork. Hardcore gamers should definately stay away, though. :). Had to buy this as soon as it came out, I
tried out all of the three songs with a bass.
so.. This time Rocksmith developers have chosen some hard and long songs for us, so prepare for Riff Repeater- marathon. Bass
part has two bass solo's on Metropolis- song and every song in this pack includes a challenge. Pull me under- might be the
easiest song in this pack, but still has some badass parts. On the backs of Angels- should be played with 5 string bass but
Rocksmith has translated it for 4- string.
I would recommend this song pack only for experienced players but other than that, 4\/5 because doesn't include Instrumedley..
Overall this game is great.
The story and surroundings in the game really draws you in and allows you to experience it. The gun movement in the game is
great.
However I felt like the exploration in the game, as wonderful as it was, it didn't hold much value if you are a casual player. I felt
like they could have had more interactive NPCs that created more of a culture in some areas, instead of always trying to fight
your way through. With that being said, I realize that some places there was some NPCs that were not violent, but the reality is
they always attacked you first and gave you no choice to attack back. I am saying it would have been nice to have the option to
walk up to someone they tell you to lower your weapon or they would shoot.. For what it is, it a good game.. im basically shroud
now
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